Absfracf-An integral equation for a multielement antenna having finite gaps at the driving points is derived. An approximation of this equation is calculated on the assumption that the gap capacities are negligible as is the case with ordinary antennas, and it is used to explain the stationary property of the input impedance. If the
electric current distribution is expressed by the sum of a number of trial functions, the equation for determining the coefficients of the functions is found from this condition for the stationary properties. This equation is an improvement of the circuit equation for antennas written i n terms of self-and mutual impedances defined by the EMF method. The mutual impedance is affected by all antenna elements. The trial functions for the electric current distribution must be smooth near the driving points and must be approximately constant within the gap. Numerical calculations on a circular array consisting of five full-wavelength cylindrical antenna elements are shown to verify the usefulness of the improved theory. Some assumptions in this a.pproach, however, a.re unreasonable, such that the electric current distribution on the antenna element is the same for all combinations of t.he driving volt,ages, that the self-impedance is not affected by other antenna elements, and that the mutual impedance is determined by the related two elements only. These beginning and may be t,hought as a.n improvenlent of it.. A fault of this method is the delta-function expression of the driving voltage, because an infinitely small gap distance causes an inhitelg large gap capacity due t.o the edge effect, [12] and hence an infinit,ely large input. current. The variational nlet.hod is valid only if the t.rial function is a good approximation of the real current distribution, but. no trial function n-hich becomes infinite near the driving points has been adopted.
Xn extension of the variational method t.o the multielement antenna has been made by Levis and Tai [13] , and by H u and Hu [14]. They deal with n ( n + 1);'2 mutual impedance parameters of n-element. antennas and still use delta-fundion voltages.
The purpose of this paper is to derive the principle of mriations applicable to t,he ,rt input. impedances of an nelement cylindrical antenna having finite gaps at. the driving points and to get a.n analytical method which improves the EMF method. It is assumed t,hat the gap at. each driving point is wide enough t>hat t.he gap capacity can be neglected, and yet narrow enough that the electric and magnetic fields are constant wit.hin it.
Although only an array of cylindrical antennas is shown. the theory can be ext,ended to arrays of antenna elements of any shape just. as in the EMF method.
11. IKiTEGR4L EQEATIOXS FOR -4 n<ULTIELE3IEST i h T E X S A HAVING FINITE GAPS AT THE DRIVIXG POINTS Fig. 1 shows two a,rbitrary elements of an array of parallel cylindrica.1 antennas. Let, the number of elements of t.he array be N and take, for example, the it.h element.
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The author is with the Department of Electronics, Tokyo Institute The electric field Ei and electric current J i in t,he direction of zi on the antenna, surface can be related to each other as follows by extending the result. of the single-element ant.enna [ 151 :
j=1 -h j u-here GijJ is Green's function of the electric current in t.he z, direction! and Gij.lf is that of the magnetic current in the Bj direction.
If the a.nt.enna is made of ideal conductols, t.he equivalent.
nmg-rletic current : U o z = Ei exists only within t,he gap 1 .~~1 < 6,./2 and can be approximated as constant, if si is not large:
The int.egra.nd including I T i in (1) 
where log ,f3 = y -log 2. If 6i has a magnitude of the order of ai, Cgi may be neglected, and hence the integrat,ion of E j in (1) may be omitt,ed. I n (1) J j on the antenna surfaces !zjl 2 & / 2 means the rea.1 electric current, while J j on t,he gap !zjl < &/2 means the equivalent. electric current proportional to the ma.gnetic field Hoj. The range of integration covers the ent.ire ant.enna surface Sj except at each antenna end lzjl = h,, where t.he electric current is negligibly small. If ai has a magnitude of the order of a.j, J j is smooth on Si and is approximately constant, in the Oj direct,ion. This permits one to consider that t,he line current, I j = 2 m J i flows on the zj axis of the antenna in the calculation of t,he electric field.
Kow, (1) may be reduced to the following if the gap width is moderate (of the order, for inst.ance, of the radius of the conduct.or) :
Multiplying each side of (5) Then the right-hand side of t,he a.bove equation becomes -V i J f ( O ) , and the input impedance of the ith element 2, (= Vf/Ii(0)) can be expressed by the following integral form:
For : V = 1 (7) coincides 1vit.h t.he variational expression of t.he driving point impedance derived by Storer using the deka-function voltage. To determine as to whether (7) can still be a stationary expression or not for finite gap widths and for multielement, antennas? it will be effective t,o explain the measurement on the antenna having finite values of 6 irrespective of using delta-funct,ion voltages However, if N is a number greater than one, 6Zi camnot be individually zero, and (7) is not a variational expression for each input impedance. Summing (8) with respect to i gives the following equation because G&, z j ) = G j i ( z j ?
[161.
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Insertion of (5) int,o (11) leads ta the following equa.tion if it is again assumed that 61,(z,) is approximately const,ant within the gap:
Equation (12) shows that, in the calcula.t,ion of Zi from (7),
SZi is not individually zero, but if it. is weighted by It2(0), the summation is zero. This is an extended variational principle for the multielement antenna.
IV. -%x IMPROVED CIRCUIT THEORY OF
A MULTIELEMENT ANTENNA As the st,at,ionary property of (12) is derived with the boundary condit.ion of (5), (12) can be used inst,ea.d of (5) to determine t.he electric current. distribution Ii(zf) for any set. of voltages. It is assumed that It(zi) is expressed by a linear combination of $1 trial functions, each of which is normalized to he unit,y at its driving point: 
where Zijzm is the genemlized mutual impedance defined by
as (i, 1)t.h element, (13) and ( 
REPRESENTATION
The EMF method assumes the following function for t,he electric current distribution in the cylindrical ant,enna. shown in Fig. 1 : By the procedure developed in t,he previous section, the sun1 with anot.her funct.ion must be taken. . Such a critical analysis is, however, not intended by t,he present paper n7hich is sinlply to offer a pract,ical approximation by improving the EMF met,hod for multielement antennas.
If the ant,enna element length is the same for all antenna elements and is 2h, the generalized mutual impedance can be ca.lculated by the equation shown in the Appendix. With the further assumption that 2h is equal to the wavelength, calculations are simplified as follows. Let, kh in (27)-(29) be larger than n by a small amount E? t.hen 
[ztm] is a square matrix of the Nth order with z l j f m as the (i, j)th element. 
